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Remember,. library. books
are due one month after they
·ate checked out .
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V811d8JS Dam"~ge Files in Scholes
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Vandals broke into Scholes Hall legible' but it will be Monday or up by Saturday afternoon and the
early Saturday morning and Tuesday before he can determine if o(fices were put back in order. The
·
· sprayed equipment and records in any files were stolen.
. water fountain was repaired and is
the adll,lissions office with fire exnow operable. . ·
The vandals apparently broke in
. tinguisbers causing an unlJNM Police said they are condeterJ!lined amount of damage',. through a window on the north side
of
the
first
floor,
Perovich
said.
tinuing
their investigation but have
UNM.officials said.
no
suspects
in the case.
Most
of
the
damage
was
cleaned
·The UNM spokesman said thel
vandals also pulled a water foun-l
tain from the wall on th~ east end
of the first floor and flooded it With
about one inch of water.
J .E.R. Sena, accounting supervisor of the New Mexico Student
Loan Program, saili he entered the
building· af about 7:10 Saturday
NAIROBI, Kenya (UPQ-Uganda warned its citizens' Sunday to be
morning and saw there was "water
prepared
for an American "invasion'' within the next 24 hours and
all over the floor.'.'
delayed
from
Monday to Wednesday a meeting President Idi Amin has orSena said he tried to turn the
::lered
with
the
175-member American community in the country.
water off and "saw that the fire exA Radio Uganda broadcast monitored in neighboring Kenya said "The
tinguish~rs had been utilized."
presence of an American destroyer off the East African coast shdutd be
1 Sena said that he didn't check for
any further damage or for a point taken seriously."
of entry and called the UNM police · A U.S. nav~ task force left Kenyan waters last Wednesday afte~ a goodwill visit and currently is reported to be cruising in the Indian Ocean .
.at about 7:15a.m..
..
The radio broad<::ast recalled the airborne rescue missfon last year when
· Associate Provost for Business
Israeli
commandos swiftly oVerpowered Ugandan soldiers to free mor.e
and Finance John ~erovich said he
than
100
hostages at Entebbe Airport. The operation deeply humiliated
was called to the b,uilding at 8 a.{ll.
Amin.
.
Saturday. He stayed until9:30 a.m.
"In
the
event
of
an
invasion
of
Uganda,
the
invading fo'rce will be
,The damage in the recqrds room
had not been discovered at that destroyed by the Ugandan armed forces before it reaches Uganda," the
broadcast said. "Uganda will not be a battlefield because the battle will be
time, Perovich' said.
The amount of damage was un- fought outside Uganda."
Amin last· Friday banned any of the Americans, most of· them
determined !lS of Sunday afternoon
missionar"ies,
from leaving Uganda,. after tak;ing exception to President
and Dean of Admission·s Robert
Carter's
statement
that the Ugandan lead~r's polides had "disgusted the
·Weaver said he would not be able
entire
civilized
world."
to give an estimate on the-damage
In iiddition to changirw the date of the audience, Am in also switched t~e
until employes check their offices.
site
of 1ht-'- meeting to the airport lounge at Entebbe, to enable "3000
. ,_Weaver said records found
guests"
to attend.
damaged by the water are still.

Amin PostpOnes
'Meeting'· Date
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The v~ndals appatently_used this Scholes Hall notthwest window as an enttance.

.
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They~ve

Looked at War from Both Sides Now
/

~It

'The War Taught
Us a Lesson'

WaS Degraqing
To.·the Vets'

The wounds of war were just beginning to heal and the explosiveness of
the word "Vietnam" had settled back down into the marshes of
Southeastern Asia. It was "four years since the last American troops had
fu~~lli~.
But the day after he was sworn into office, President Carter managed to
rip into those wounds again. Following through on one of his campaign
promises, he granted a full, blanket pardon to all Vietnam draft evaders.
. "If it hadn't .been his first official act as President, it would've been
easier .to take,'' said James 'L. Kinery, state adjutant quarter master for
the Veterans of Foreign Wars. "It was ~egrading to the vets." •
' . ·

!

couch, and ran his palm over the curve of his wooden cane.

"I'm in· favor of Carter's parcion of the draft evaders. It almost makes
me choke to say that, put it was after much thought that l ca!,De to the conclusion that to be bitter would only be self-defeating."
He had been .tti'e commander of a flotilla of 12 river"gun boats ..They
were making their way down current when he was shot. He had stood to
alert the rest of his flotilla that there was a curve in the river up ahead.
"America should be mature enough to admit that it was wrong. The war
taught us a Jesson. The next time there's a firefight in some part of the
world, America will give all the help that's needed; but not one
fireman~at least that's what I hope." Silleroy .reached into his breast
pocket for a cigarette. A smile spread across his face as he struck a match.
· "Enrolling in law ·schooi and getting married Was just' as much an
evasion of the draft as, it was for those who left the country. I considered
. it-but I changed my mind.
"It was 'really a decision Of tonscien~e." He tapped his cigarette on the
edge of the ash tray and shook his head. "Even had I kriown I would have
· been scott free, I wouldn't have turned liy back on my country." ·
A car drov~ by outside and the sun, reflecting off one of its chrome
·
· bumpers shot into _the room and swept across the walls.

··~
;)

·-ft~

t

·'

' Vietnam were opposed to it, bot they went ahead
"Many' who went to
anct fought- anyway. And I don't think that if we get involved in another
war that there will be fewer men o~ women willing to be called to fight and
die for their country."
gJUeroy said he didn't ~gree with former President Ford:s plan of
allowing the draft evaders tq return lf they devoted the same amount of
time to public service dtitY as they would have·had ~o serve in Vietnam.

He said that the. Vietnam war war just as much athreat to A_lnericaas
was Woi:ld War ll. 4 'Ididll't get tofight in World War H • IW!iS m the service. for both World War II .and Korea, but I canie ~nat the tail end .of,
both." He stared althe desk in front of bif!~."There shouldn't be a •
blanket. pardon.. Just (-~eca.use a guy didn't fe~l .it in hiS,, heart to fight ·
doesn 'tmea~ ~hat he ~liouldn't ha:ve to defend h1s country,_. -· , . .

''At first I thought ft was a good idea, but 1 came to the conclusion that
Ford was asking the draft evaders to admitthat they were wrong in what
they did. Butin fact, they shollld be praised."
Another ca:r drove by outside and the dog next door started to bark.
Sill~roy smiled, took holk ~f his cane and :walk.ed to open the front door,

l
iI

•

"I. bought the expensive ticket back home," he said, He leaned back on •
~is living room

Kimery sat in his metal folding chair, sorting through. official announcements of the VFW's stance on the pardon. An American flag was
hanging from a wooden post to his left, a smaller version stood on the empty banquet table behind him. A plastic VFW emblem was tacked to the
wall above his head.
''All these guys who just turned yellow on their country and ran .•. it's
just not right. Sure, there are some guys who should be let free-but there·
shouldn.'t: he a blanket pardori. It should be done on a case by case basis;
maybe I could see it if they :were registered conscientous objectors-but a
guy that just flat ran like a rat-1 just can't see that." Kimery gripped the
papers in his fingers and gestured into the air in front of him. "During the
short time .I. was in Vietnam I found out what it was like': I realize there
wasn't a good thing abollt it. lt rained more than I have ~ver· seen it .rain; .
th.ere was so much dirt and filtll; .. " He sat up in his chair and placed the .
memos on his knees ..
The chain on the flag pole outside the office clanged against the metal
pole and the wind sen the large flagup.irito the air. The sun was veiled in
clouds and it kept the VFW banquet hall dark.
'
1 'You don't defend your'teaders-you defend your country. We were
fighting to stop communism in South· East Asi~. It was Stalin who said
that he would take the world by peaceful coex 1stance, btft we proved to
the5e people that we could stop them.
.· .. ,
"We're looking for the future. We hope we never get another VFW
member; we hope we never haveariother war, but we; wanna be.darn sure
that we·catl defend our countr~.".
·

).

~

,Rebekah Szymanski
One shot tore through the dense thickets along the Mekong River Delta
and· Chris Silleroy dropped to the floor of his boat. He was taken to a
hospital within minutes. The entire left side of his body was paralyzed.

By Rebekah Szymanski
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United Press International
Friday.
"Before he (Blumenthal) can
extend a loan, he is required by,
WASHINGTON~About one out of.every four military retirees is
statute to make a determination
still
in his 30's when he starts drawing a. lifelong pension, Rep. Les
about the city's probable ability to
repay it," Axelson s~id ,in a
Aspin, D-Wis., said Sunday.
.
.
. .
And according tQ the Pentagon's own figure~, Aspm sa1d, thetelephone interview.
''In view of the fact. that the · . average 37-year-old retiree is expected to live 36 more ye~s.
discussions with the banks and
unions have made little ·progress
and the unions have indicated they
TOKYO-Police said Sunday at least 30 of the 40 sweets m a ~ox of
will not continue their investing in
candy found in shopping center on Valentine's Day were pOisoned..
city securities until·· the current ·
with fatal doses of cyanide and warned Japanese not to eat candy or
moratorium pr.qblem is resolved,
soft drinks found on the streets.
.
the secretary finds it difficult to
Police chemists s.aid fatal doses of cyanide have been found m the
make that determination,'' Axelson
30 chocolate-almond candy bars tested.
·said.
Wto/iiiiiilfmi
Axelson said Blumenthal also
had considered remarks made at
LAS VEGAS, Nev.-The 22,0oo-member culinary union posted ·a
Friday's mee~ing of the Emergency
$25
()()() reward Sunday for information concerning the wherea)Jouts
Financial Control Board-the
state-run
organization that
-of ~nion leader AI Bramlett, who vanished four days ago.
monitors the city's three-year plan . Bramlett, 59, who led a culinary strike that virtually closed tl)e Las
Vegas strip a year ago, flew to ~eno, Nev., Thursday and was to
for
achieving a
balanced
budget-by board member'David
·return to Las Vegas the same evemng.
Police said Sunday an investigation confirmed Bram~ett returne~ to
Margolis and Municipal Assistance
Las Vegas Thursday afternoon but never reached his automobile,
Corp. Chairman Felix Rohatyn.
"Both expressed serious doubt
which was parked at McCarran International Airpo~.
that the city would be able to repay
the loan they are requesting,"
Rebate~
. ;l,xelson said.
WA::iHINGTON-President Carter's economic stimulus pack~ge
is inflationary and will not reduce unemployment, Nobel Pnzewinning economist Milton Friedman said Sunday.
"The $50 rebate checks and the extra expenditures by consumers
' that will result are very visible," Friedman said in a? interview with
Prontos)
U.S. News and World Repo~t. "The people who will not have em· F.
ployment because the government will borrow money or cause more
,,
not

the city and that he planned to meet
· Mol\day with represent.atiyes of
banks and unions and "ms1st that
they consider" his · proposal ~or
repaying "$1 billion in outstandmg:
•
notes.
A
moratorium
placed
on
the,
·
notes at the height of the city's
'fiscal crisis was· declared unconstitutional b:)l the state's hign
court.
Kenneth Axelson, deputy
treasury secretary-designate, -said
Blumenthal asked him to c~ntact
Beame and advise him that he had
·some doubt about approving the

..

·Cyanide Found_ in Candx .
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Buy 1 Slice of Pizza
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Lucky's Pizza

Get One-F'REE!
11:30- 4:30

Home of the Original Handmade Pizza
4513 Central NE
256-99,53
268-9029

Delicions Pepperoni Pizza 60¢
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Cood For Mon Feb. 21i
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Dairy Queen~ braziec
has it all
Food and Dessert

Get One

Ban~~ Split
59c

Economist Criticizes

3 Chili Cheese Dogs $1.09
(one coupon per customer please)

Coupon Expires (f.~
March 6, 1977
~ ~01 Central Ave. NE

tee-

Oil Tanker·
Sabotage
Is Suspected

Use these coupons
and. prove two can eat· c_heaper than one!

LOS ANGELES (UPI)-U.S.
Coast Guard investigators Sunday
were exploring the possibility tii'l
explosion of the oil tanker Sansinena in ·Los Angeles harbor Dec.
17, which killed . nine persons,
resulted from sabotage.
Coast Guard officials arrived
Saturday from San Diego to look t
a mysterious hole discovered in the
wreckage of the tanker's hulL U.S.
Treasury Department investigators
and Los Angeles bomb squad
experts were called in.
Capt. James Atkinson, a member
of the Coast Guard board of
inquiry, said he doubted it was
sabotage but ordered a thorough
investigation because of the "offchance an external force caused the'
hole."
The 810-foot long Liberianregistered ·tanker blew up ~fter
unloading 500,000 gallons of ml to
a Union Oil Co. storage tank. Five
crew members were killed along
with four other persons.
The blast was heard more than 40
miles a\Vay. It rocked the port area
and the city of Long Beach nearby,
causing millions of dollars in ·
damage.

BIG BOY

Restaurants

PATTY
MELT •••

With Fries

2tor
119

99~
Specia.i

{.

j

.)

't· ~.

r

d.

BIG.

BOY

2tor

99e

Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area
and receive 2 Big Boy Combos for
less than the price of one.

customer par visit
Offer good thru March 27, 1977. 0 ne coupon per
·

2tor

179

1
•

•

1!

.• Offer good thru March 27, 1977, One coupon per customer per VIsit. ~
.
.
_
• -' •

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
5115 Central NE
552 Coronado Center
1528 Eubank N E
2100 Menaul NE

1400 San Pedro NE

268-7895

.3424 Central SE- 266-9296

·.
L

Salad & Fries

mr. ·Steak
f¥~ ~lwft

'IIV'agon

Big Boy
Combo

'

lt

Covered·

Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area.
and receive 2 Big Boys for less than
the price of one.

;;:
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Feb 28 _; ffiorch 4 ·
Continuousi.Y 10:30 - 3 pm
meso· Lounge (Across from
·

~-

-<
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•:·

Strike Leader Disappears

The-Chimes Of Big Ben

c;;

'

Pensions Begin at 35

I

0

with this coupon.
Expires Sun. March 6, 1977
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,;:;·"~

Quarter Pound Burger

fi

LOan Doubts· Haunt N.Y.
NEW YORK (UPI)-Treasury
Secretary Mich~el Blumenthal
informed Mayor A)Jraham Beame
Sunday he might not approve a·
$255 million loan the city has
~ requested to stay solvent beyond
8 Friday, federal and city officials
-'><! said.
~
A, spokesman for Beame said a
Blumenthal deputy advised the
~ mayor 'bY telephone "that there is
now some doubt" regarding the
~· city's March treasury loan which is
;! necessary to avert possible city
insolvency.'~
Beame said the development
for
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Bonon Femg
Reg_ >- 95

Now 3.50

The Clomt Flower and Plant Store to UNM

!

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 81.

.

Buy OneS ice

No. 104

Box 20, University l' .0 ., U!I.M ·
Albuquerque, N.M: 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102 ·
277-4202.
The NtW Mexico Dally Lobo is ·publishe~
MoodilY through Friday evtry regular week 01
tb.eo'University year and weeklY 'during the_ 111m
nler session by the Board of Student Publication
Jf the University of New Mexico, and Is no
financially associated with ONM. Second das
postage pald at Albuquerque, New Mexic
87131. Subscription rate is $10.00 Cor th

academic year,
•
,
: The opinions expressed on the ...>dltona1 page
of The DoilY Lobo are those of the author solely
Unsigned opinion is that of the editorial board o
The Dally Lobo. Nothing prlnted In '11Je Doil)
l.obo n_ecessarily represents the views of th.

~~-~i~~s~ty or.~e~.~~!el:_o. -·-· .

ByTheSiice
,
By The Pan
Salads e Sandwiches • Spaghetti
Call in advance, we'll have it ready!
rNe,~t:t door to Harry's) 2004 Central SE- 843-9750

GetWithOne
Free
this couoon
Good For Mon. & Tues. 2/28, 3/1
One C01upc1n

f

Daily LOBO

Perspective

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Point, Counterpoint Opinions

Financial Security To Drive
Cou-nterpoint

Point

'

,.

By Susan Walton
By'Orlando Medina
It is criminal the way drivers in this state can get
It is criminal to deliberately pass a law which will
away scot-free from damage they may cause to other
deprive one group of people of their livelihood and at
drivers.
the sarne time pr!Jvide no alternatives.
Think over some of the horror stories you've heard
The state le~islature is considering a law that will
your friends tell about the last spell of snowy weather.
make it mandatory 'to show "proof of financial
Everyone has at least one friend whose car was hit by
security" before an in_dividual will be allowed to drive a
another car which had gone out of control on an icy
car.
street. And many of the drivers whose cars were hit
First off, I agree that there are some people on the
will tell you that the driver at fault had no insurance so
road who cannot pay for their accidents and these
the innocent driver was forced to pay out of his or her
people do noi belong on the road.
pocket, and/or had to ask their insuran~e company t'o
. However, the problem is not as simple as just get-·
pay.
tong them off the roads. Not everyone can afford
The state legislature has a bill introduced by Albert
automobile insurance, especially if you have a belowGurule, D-Bernalillo, up before it this session that
average income or you happen· to be under 26 years
requires all drivers to show "proof of financial
old. In many cases you depend on your car to get to
security" before they are allowed to register their cars.
work. With this bill-No insurance, No car, No work.
I think·this is a long-needed law.
If you are a young driver, you know how much it
When this law passes in the state legislature, it will
costs to be insured and it is not a low charge.
mean that we can drive on the streets, even in icy
Perhaps the biggest handicap to passage of the car
weather, and not have to pray that the other drivers
law is that there are no alternatives to traveling
will be able to pay damages for the repair of our cars,
without a car. In the rural areas of this rather large
"H~ GA.Vf UP SUtRC.HIIJG fOR HIS 'ROOT5' WftGi\J 1-1-~
state, you cannot ride a bus or bicycle to get to the
once
they've
hit
ttl
em.
PISCOVfRet::-1/fPrr GR&J\T- G>RAN.D PAPP'( WitS A l-foSS-1tl.lft.''
It will mean our own insurance companies won't be
nearest town. Also much of the rural population is on
~
jacking up insurance premiums on our cars because
low incomes and does not need the added cost of insurance.
Jomonnnm••n•nnnn•m•mnonm••m•n Letter s 1111111111nno iumnnmnm""'"''"m 111111 our companies were forced to pay for the mistake of
Even in the metropolitan area of Albuquerque, the
someone else.
If people can't afford insurance, they can't afford to
transit system is inadequate. This is especially true
now..that federal transit funds are being withheld from
drive.
It's about time that something was done about this
the city and many of the routes will be cut back and
eliminated as of March 21.
·
matter. I'm glad the legislature will be acting on this
piece of legislation, and if all those senators and
So where are the alternatives?
Before the state legislature can consider this new
background in her education, she representatives are smart and care about their conEditor:
stituents,
tney'll
pass
it.
automobile
requirement they should seriously conThis is an open letter to President exhibits a great number of desirable 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 sider some ·sort of mass transit plan. It is inevitable
and extraordinary qualities as a
Davis:
now t.hat gasoline is on its way out.
As students of Dr. Alicia Ger- teacher. You do not see these
. . ·
.' ·
. ·
The only group which will seem to profit the most
many de Alarcon at the Core qualities very often among
teachers.
We
wish
that
you
and
Letters
to
the
editor
should
be no longer than
from this proposed legislation is the insurance comDowntown Center and at Kennedy
panies. Not that I'm against insurance companies, but
High School Center, we would like many others could have a class ex- 250 words, typewritten and double-spaced.
perience
with
her.
·
Sender's
riame,
address
and
phone
number
amounts to a legal gamble and the ininsurance
to nominate Dr. Alarcon as Best
surance
companies
are not in the business to lose
Dr.
Alarcon
enjoys
an
excellent
must
be
included
with
the
letter
or
it
will
not
Teacher of the Year, if you have
money
on
a
gamble.
relationship with her students. Her be considered for pu_blication. Names will be
such an award at UNM.
As icing on the distasteful cake of the car bill, one
·we are takirrg Spanish for begin- · enthusiasm for. her· profession-- is . witbheld only by agreement.with the editor,
might
even add the fact that insurance rates are high
ners with Dr. Alarcon and we have outstanding. Her classes are alive in person.
100
per
cent
I
Her
teaching
because
the idiot drivers on the road have insurance
found that besides her excellent
techniques are unique. Her
If a letter is from a group, please include a
and plenty of accidents to go with the insurance.
ho'nesty, good mood, openness name, phone number and address of a group
Let there be a mandatory financial security bill, but
and goodwill toward each and member.
not
until there are alternatives, better enforcement of
every one of us has impressed us
Opinions are unsolicited, signed, guest
present
driving laws and some type of equity in inall. Some of us had heard about Dr. editorials which do not necessarily reflect the
Editor:
surance
rates.
The Slumber Party members Alarcon before signing for this class opinion of the LOBO. Opinions may be any
Get
the
risky drivers off the road but don't include
would like to address a budgeting and this is the reason why most of length but are subject to editing for space
those good drivers who can't afford insurance or
,
issue that has recently come to our us are in her class. She is as an ex- limitations.
don't have a bus to ride.
Opinions should include address and phone
·attention. It seems that we were traordinary teacher as we had
number.
wrong in our assumption that we heard.
Dr. Alarcon possesses such a
should ask for exactly the amount
DOONESBURY ·
by Garry Trudeau
lovely ability to explain grammar.
desired at the budget hearings.
Another campus organization Her projections from the main subOKAY, CLA55, u:rs Hf3Y, MAN,
that we would not like to name was ject reaches aspects of total · Editor:
All
S13TTI.E OOUJN! NHY (JG?
told by the ASUNM president, education. From the simple textI couldn't agree more with your
OR.
KIS51N6£R.
NIL/... I iH0.~6Hir I
Damon Tobias, that they should book readings and drills we can editorial {2/23/77) on Mayor KinA
F&W
H/3 WAS
add on 10 per cent to their true reach human growth. Dr. Alarcon ney's .suggestion to close shopping
8f.INGFW
needs to increase the chances of has encouraged us to perform to areas one day a week to save
707J.I&GRAO
the best of our capacities. We have energy costs. To close the stores
receiving what they want.
STUIJ!WT5.
To the average student this may learned to appreciate more the in- on Sunday, the prime shopping
seem a little ridiculous and a waste terrelation of cultures, especially time of most working· people, is
of time and energy. Actually it does the Spanish and Anglo cultures. unreasonable and ill-considered, to
She has made us love learning and say the least.
serve a function.
The additional 10 per cent gives we feel that we are getting out of
One can only hope that the
the ASUNM Senate a chance to do this class much more than just lear- Mayor's zeal does not also affect
some harmless ego-tripping and ning Spanish and earning three the 24-hour policy of food stores
use those neat political words like credit hours.
like K-Mart. These stores are a
Dr. Alarcon's patience and· con- necessity for all those whose daily
''compromise." It also serves the
function of allowing the senate to sideration with slower students are schedules do not conform to those
appear 1 'busy" and uconcerned" as remarkable as her dedication to of the rest of society, e.g. students:
police, hospital workers, and all
about use of student funds. It ser- education and to UNM.
We are very proud that such a others who work other than nineves the dubiously valuable function
OMY, NOW, IF
·of allowing the ASUNM govern- professional is working for UNM. to-five workdays.
NG CIJ/JlD AlL
H&L,Y&G.
It is also comforting to know
UP
ment to do nothing while appearing We would- like to see Dr. Alarcon
nominated
as
Best
Teacher
of
the
I
8V&N
I
that, at 4 a.m., there is a place to go
to do something.
AM'i''
FINO
YOV
Yellr
as
soon
as
possible.
Such
an
Our complaint is not the 10 per
if you need syrup to soothe a
R!iFFESHING!
cent, but the fact that only selected honor is, in this. particular case, just child's cough or pickles and ice
plain
justice
to
her
extraordinary
cream to satisfy a craving, neither
campus organizations are aware of
of which can wait 'til 9 pr 10 a.m.
it. We feel that this selectivity gives merits.
Julie Stone when "normal" stores open.
certain groups on campus an adand others
vantage in budgeting.
We "night' people" constitute a
We further would like our own
minority, true, and are no less conbudget request changed from
scious of the energy crisis; but we
"nothing'' to read "nothing plus 10
still merit the consideration of
per cent.''
having a minimum number of
Kenneth l<ietzke
stores open at hours that suit our
Four Digit Calculator
lifestyles.
Slumber party
Harriet A. Moldov

-

An Open Letter to Davis:
Name for Best Teacher. ..

Letter Opinion Policy

Budget Issue

Stay Open!

-emote meQt on the Big ffiQC
.

.

Part II, 1970-197 4
Just
as ,
"Green
Manalishi"--'probably the most
. intense single piece the original
Fleetwood Mac ever committed to
wax-was cresting on the British
charts and creating a heightened set
of expectations for what the band
would create in the future, Peter
Green called it quits. H:e gave it all
away because of the conflict between the demands of popstardom
and the di9tate~ of an expanding

f

.
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Tv
7:00-Ch. 4:
("Big Foot, The Mysterious
Monster,... and "lhe Strange
Possession of Mrs. Oliver.")
8:00-Ch, 7: Challenge-Battle of the Network Stars.
8:00-Ch. 5: Microbes and
Men.
10:00-Ch. 5: Soundstage
(Leo Kottke and Loudon Wainwright.)

The· ASA Gallery will open an
exhibit of original works today.
There will be a public reception
from 7 to 9 p.m. The gallery is
located in the lower level of the
SUB.
Called "Erotica," the exhibit
consists of paintings, drawings,
photographs, prints and threedimensional works which contain
certain erotic elements either in
subject matter _or arrangement.
The exhibit was organized by
Robert Widdicombe, assistant
directo~. of. th,e,g!lller,y. Re. s;ti~,
"Tlie exhib1t is an effort to present
unique and original works of art
with a theme that has had minimal
exposure in this part of the country.
Eroticism has always been a major
theme in the various currents in the
art world. If is only natural for
artists to delve into the psychosexual regions of their imaginations
while involved in the creative arts;
much of man's conscious and
unconscious thought activity is
take1\ up by such matters."
All of the artists represented in
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Law School
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albums presented a new picture of
the band which was found to be
r'\. (
most pleasing by hordes of in' _''· ·, .
\.J\
ternational record buyers.
Danny Kirwan slipped away not
e
the exhibition are living and
working in the Albuquerque area.
l!!l'lflllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!'
Widdicombe adds, "The show ~
Varsity
~
with any
offers a wide range of styles and
B b Sh
~
concerns and is not limited by any ~
ar er
op
§j
subject qualifications. While some ~ Central & Richmond ~
of the works explore sexual fan- 1
I ·
$ 5
tasies and subjects in a represen- §
.ong lwrcuts .'4 .. 0 §
81
P8CI8 S
tationalmanner,mostoftheworks ~
'Styling$7,00
~
fit into a more open definition of ::
::;
I
266-4111
=
eroticism and some of the work is =
~
§j
erotic only in its treatment rather ::
Hobt•t·t Gill
:;
than in what it represents. The§
Hours-Tuesdaythru
§ WeServeAIIYourNeeds?am-Midnight
exhibit was not organized to shock
Saturday, 8:30 to 5:30
::
243-5601
Yale & Central
anyone but rather to seriously ,,;il?III~II~III~li~II~III~II~III~II~II~lii~II~III~II~IIJ~li~II~lll~ll~lll~ll~n~nf.il~r:~~~~~~~~!S~~~~~;;;:~~~~~~~~~~~~
pre,<wJJt ..wPrk~ of art w.hi~h. ]]av!l . ::;

F ree p epSI
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=

Mexican Dinner

L

=

had few exhibit outlets in this

co~~u;'~jb;;

will cor.tinue through
March 1 I. The gallery is open from
lla.m.to4p.m.,Mondaythrough
Friday. Thereisnoadmissionfee.
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Ever_yone a tUNm·IS f'In d'lng ou t a b ou t

ASUNm/PEC's

"PurpJe Room"
featuring

--Great Bands
--Great Food

--Great Attendance
--Great Atmosphere

BUT,
That Name-"The Purple Room"
Has Got To Go!!!

Friars Pub
Featuring

Moonrise
Six Nights A Week
• Large Dance Floor
• Relaxing Atmosphere

SO--

A Contest Is Being Held To
Rename The "Purple Room"
Bring a suggestion to rename the new
on-campus place to be on Frida_y and Saturda_y
nights to:
,.
PEC Office, Rm. 245, SUB
or
The Purple Room (on Feb. 25 or 26)
Please include Name, Address, and Phone Number.

THE WINNER WILL RE'CEIVE
~·
Ser~ing Nightly
Fat Humphrey's Sandwiches With
An 18 oz. Schooner Of Beer Or A
Larg~ Glass Of Wine

6.1)2.5 Lomas NE

266-6605

TWO 12th ROW FLOOR TICKETS TO

"FlEETWOOD ffiRC" ffiatch 4
Clnd
J15.00 CASH PRIZE

Contest Ends Wed . , march 2
•

,.

GSA
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Elections-

-
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spiritual awareness~
. McVie and pitched in with some long after Bare Trees had achie.ved
The group retreated to a house in unofficial keyboa'rds and vocals on its impressive American sales, but
the country to regroup its forces 'that album (not to mention the band by this juncture had come
to accept change as part of its
and re-evaluate its aesthetic designing its cover).
possibilities.' Kiln House, the album . The harmony proved to be short- natural blue-print and simply
that resulted from that pastoral lived. On a subsequent tour ofthe pushed straight ahead. "It's no
exile, answered the question of' the states, Jeremy_ Spencer disappeared longer a huge traumatic thing as iJ
band's continued viability with just as the band was about to begin was the first couple of times,"
strong and sometimes inspired a statitl at the Whisky A-Go-Go in explained. John Me Vie. The
contributions from both Spencer Los
Angeles.
When
his Penguin and Mystery To Me
and Kirwan.
whereabouts were finally pin- albums chronicled positive changes
On . the eve of the band's pointed some three days later, he'd which boiled down to the
dep11rture for an American tour to chopped his hair off, changed his development of Christine and Bob
back Kiln House, the positive name and assumed a new identity as Welch as singers, wrifers and
climate created by that album was a member of a funda,men,ta!ist sect. musical idea people.
. further elevated by the addition of called the Children of God Ito
John McVie's wife, Christine, on which he belongs to this day). 'A
keyboards and vocals. As Christine transatlantic connection was hastily.
Perfect she'd fronted a bluesband made with Peter Green who
called Chickenshack, a group .that rejoined the band in time to salvage
made the same rounds as Mayall the tour needed. ·
and early Mac and had done quite
The band responded quickly and
well at it. They scored a hit with decisively. A Californian ex"I''d Rather Go Blind," which patriated in Paris, Hob Welch, was
contributed heavily to Christine's added on guitar and vocals, and
triumph in the "Best Female with Christine and Danny assuming
Vocalist" category of the an increased responsibility, what
prestigious Melody Maker poll. they came up with was a more
After her departure
from melodic and harmony-oriented
Chickenshack and a misdirected variation on the three-pronged
stab at a solo career, she settled attack featured by the original Mac.
down at Kiln House .as Christine The Future Games and Bare Trees

I
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H~t _Shooting Utah .Shot Down

By David Sellmg
After Friday night's loss to
Brigham Young the Lobo
basketball team could have been
very ~epressed and unable to get up
the nght mental attitude to play
league-leader Utah.
But, ~efore the s~cond-largest
crowd In Lobo history, the
'Yolfpack cam~ out strong in the
first half to dispel any fears that
they were not mentally ready to

~--

EI.JR

~~" l/a.e~"•o•,m•"'
.!~,~; ,
{800) 325-4867

~~~~ ;o~i~ee

or

see

your !ravel age11

@ Un;Travel Ch

. ,M

'Eyeglasses or Contact Lenses
Fast service, quality and
style at reasonable cost ·

Casey Optical Co.
(Next cloorio Casey Rexalfbrug)

Lomas at Washington 255-6329'

play Utah.
Playing one of their best games
of the season, the Lobos defeated
the Utah Utes 81-77 in a hard·
fought game that went down to the
wire Saturday night in the Pit. '
UNM Head Coach Norm
Ellenberger called the win a "team
victory." Loboscameoffthebench
to contribute to the win.
.
Ellenberger said, "We reached
that point in emotion that allows
you to give total concentration over'
an extended period of time."
Early in the game Utah gained
the lead as the Lobos were taking
bad shots. Dan Davfs, playing his
last game as a Lobo in the Arena,
provided the offensive spark for the
Lobos in the first half as he c;une·
off the bench to score nine points.
The Lobos gained the lead late in
the first half by scoring eight
straight points to ertd the half,
t\l.king a 39-37 lead into . the
lockerroom.
In the second half the score was
constantly being tied or the lead

[lst RUN]

changing hands. The game was not
decided until the last minute when
Lobo Michael Cooper hit four free
throws. Cooper ended the game as
the Lobos' leading scorer with 24
points on seven field goals and 10
of 10 from the free-throw line.
The Lobo free-throw shooting
was vital to their effort, as thi!y hit..
82.1 per cent, including 14 of 15 in
the second half.

There was a lot of body contact
in '.he game, but the Lobos still
managed to out-rebound the Utes
by I 0 boards. Marvin Johnson
grabbed 9 boards . and Willie
Howard and Jimmy Allen each
made eight baskets for the
Wolfpack.
In the first half Wil Smiley, after
being taken out of the game by
Ellenberger, started up the ramp to
leave, but was persuaded by Jerome
Shanks to stay. Smiley sat out the
rest of the game.
Buster Matheney led' the U,tes in
scoring with 28 points on 14 of 17
from the field.
Utah is now tied with Arizona for
the Western Athletic Conference
lead with 10-3 records. The Lobos
are in third with an 8-4 record.

B Lobos

I

,!
'

h
By John ~riego
e. New Mexico Lobos, enVISiom.ng a share of
Western
Athletic
Conference
title
and a
· bl
po~s1 .e post season tournament
mvitatwn, got ambushed by last· h
y
·
·
Pl~ce Br.Ig am oung UmversitY
Fnday mght at the UNM Arena,
88-80.
BYU, led by .the masked ~an Jay
C~ees~an, scored the fJrst two
po.mts !n the game and except for a
bnef t~e at 14-14 held the lead for
the entire game and for the moment
dashed .any L?bo hopes for a WAC
cha~piOnship. Cheesman w~s
wearmg a mask. to protect his

.'!'

20TH CENTUR'V·f'OX PRESENTS

A RALPH BAKSHI FiLM

\NlZMCS

Written, Produced and Directed by RALPH BAKSHI
Mosie Composed and Conducted by ANDREW RELLrNG ·

Tonight at 7:30 · 9:45
Matinees Sat. and Sun.

EROTICA

t?e

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~run.flv•
~~

mof•
If co.ncell•d

.

Per$OI'IQ.Is
· CONTACTS?'1 CASEY OPTICAL Company, ZS.5·
8736. tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I.D. photos. LoWest
prices In town, Fast, pleasing, Call265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
..:;
~AVAJO INDIANS NEEDED to donate small
amount
blood for research project. Receive $5.00.

or

i

l

'

Photo fov 11\len<tellll T·: H~nt

Lobo Willie Howard catches a'Utah defender flat-tooted
as he goes up tor 11 shot.
·
.

LSAJ'-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 84ZSZOO. tfn
CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. Done
with skill and imaginalion. 898·5977. 3/11
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E.. 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. lOo/o
discount for students with JO's. Quick service, Used
TV's for sale. 3/11

broken nose.
Lobos, who never gave up scored
The Lobos, who shot poorly in seven unanswered points 'to ull
the first i:Jalf, seemed to have been within ·12 at 67-55 on a layu p b
overlooking
the Cougars in an - Mark F eJ'IX WI'th 9:55 to go m
·p Y
. . .
the
ticipation of Utah and by halftime game..
were down b" 13 points 46-33 In • UNM k t h ·
d ·h·
.
"
'
·
ep c argmg an Wit JUSt
the first half the Lobos shot a five minutes to go in the arne ere t
miserable 39.5 per cent to 54.8 per to within seven poinfs of t~e
cent for the Cougars.
. Cougars when hot-handed Marvin
. Cheesman fipished the contest Johnson hit a layup to cut the a
With a game high 34 points on 10 of to 74-67.
·
·
g p
17 from the field and 14 of 15 from
The Lobo comeback proved to be
the charity stripe.
too little, too late.
The Cougars continued to pull
Johnson was the Lobos' to
away from the Lobos and, with scorer with 26 points getting 20 .P
11:15 to go opened up their biggest the second half wh~n he shot 1 ~
lead of the game at 67-48. But, the blistering 9 of 11 from the field.

The Utes got two runs in the
second on three singles and an error
by Rutledge to make it3-2 and tied
the score in the top half of the
fourth.
The Lobos put the game away in
the sixth when they scored two runs
on one hit and a Utah error.
Jack Hollis (1-0) got credit for
the win.
In the second game, shortened to
five innings because of darkness,
the Lobos scored when Bartell
smashed a two-run home run over
the right field fence in the second
;nning to .give the Lobos a 2-0 lead.
In the bottom of the fourth the
Lobos batted around and scored six
more times to take a 9-llead.

Wilson (~-0) got credit for the
win.
Saturday the Lobos split a
twinbill winning the first 6-2 and
losing the second 4-3. .
Lobo Bruce Barber was credited
with the win Saturday. Lobo freshman Mike Hunter opened-up on the
Utes in the first game with his first
home run of the season.
UNM wasn't so lucky in the
second game Saturday, committing
seven errors and dropping it 4-3 to
the Utes. Utah tied the Lobos 3-3 in
the sixth with a run off freshman
relief pitcher Mat Mahaffey. Center
fielder Nate Ellington put the Utes
ahead in the seventh by scoring a
ground out.
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2120 Central S.E. 243-6954
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Employment ,
PART-TIME JOB: Sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Call: Phil Frnncz.yk. C.L.U, 292-2830. 3/8
ROOM & BOARD ln exchange for babysitting
(days), light housekeeping, Small salary. Call 2550606,after 3;30 p.m. 2/28
·
NATIONAL COMPANY .establishing representatives. Low investment, high return, investment
secured. Have fun ... make money, Call 9-12 noon,
265·27I I. 3/1
ROOM, BOARD. STIPEND in exchange for parttime child care and housekeeping. Private room 2
blocks from campus. Call Mr. Fine, 345-8501 days,
243-4242 eves. 3/2
TYPESEITER FOR UNM Student Publi_catlons.
Must be student or student spouse, Typing required,
training available. Apply in 'person, Marron Hall, rm.
131,9:'30-12!30. tfn

TYPING,ISTQUALITY,883·1181. 4/6
EXPERT TYPING: 266-4567, 2128
TYPING, EDITING. Call Kim, 266·9037. 3/4
PAINTING: INTERIOR/EXTERIOR. Free
estimate.:;, call after !i p.m., 898-0810. 3/1
TYPING: M.A. -ENGLISH. Selectric, on-campUs.
296-8564. 3/31
VOLVO MECHANIC: good work guaranteed. Mike,
241-9083. 3/2
PRIDE MOTORS offers expert repair of most im. ports including Audi, BMC, BMW, Datsun, Fiatj
Mercedes, Porsche, Subaru, Toyota, Volvo and VW.
One-day service on most work. Cnlf us at 256-1763
for free estimates. 3/2
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School Clinical
Program offers legal services for students and staff.
Furllisti'ed 6f-qualifiedlaw StU'denfs·'undef fftcufty
su~crvision. A vailablllty limited to those whose assets
and income do not exceed established guidelines.
$1.00 registration fee. Call 277·2913 or 277-3604 for
information and · appointments. S~onsorcd by
Associated Students of UNM. 2128

MAKING SUMMER TRAVEL PLANS? Check on
the four spectacular University of AlbuquerqUe tours.
Reasonably priced, academic credh available. f/1: The
London Excursion, June lS-June 28, #2: A sample of
South America, June 17-July 2. #3: Spain; past &
present, July 3-July 17. #4: IntrigUing Tokyo, July
26-August 9.. Write or call: W. Lee, Universily of
II I. 2128

,,

1 According
to· 2 words
·
4 Nonstandard
vocabulary
9 Pained
1 4 Ship's
record book
15 Skin disease
16 Vibrate
t 7 Glutton
. 19 Shelter
20 Take up·
again
21 Strange
22 Previous to
23 Undecided
contest
24 Estuary
26 Fountain
drink
~ 9 Write
further
.11 Compass
point
32 Disfiguring
mark
33 Word of endearment
36 Depression
38Some,
regardless
of number
39 Distinct
41 Groundscratching
birds
43 Oblong
piece
4 4 Let it stand
46 Most pleasant
47

49 Resentment
50 Explosive
compound
51 Swarm
Boorish
52
54 Thebes
..
deity. Var.
58 ~n~: Prefix
60 Give--chance"
61 ---··
Camacho:
Mexican
president
62 Chemical
prefix
64 Very fine
threads
66 The ending
67 Sculptured
·likeness
68 Scrap
69 Challenged
70 Tree
71 Irradiate

champ
10 Fascinating
qualities
1 1 "Take il
easy I": 3
words
1 2 Strain to fill
out
13 Scout unit
18 Gratify
24 The same
25 Occupants
ina place
27 Bowling
alley units
28 lovers'
(Jleeting

place
30 Ceases to
live
33 Bookkeeping
entry
34 Bailie
35 Fast communication:
2 words
37 Chinese
dynasty
40 Astounding
42 Group of
eight .
45 4PM In Bri·
tain: 2
words

"C

•

110
0<>

__,
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z

48 Come forth
53 Raw vegetable dish
55 lesser In
amount
56 The "U" of
"UHF"
57 Foul
59 Pul on cargo
61 Partol
U.S.A
62 Head
gesture
63 "·--One
Girl Man"
65--- Khan
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1 As drunk as

2 Paramour
3 U.S. satellite
4 Meatvegetable
dish
5 ---Fall: lr.
crowning
stone
6 Slavic Tony
7 Teased
8 Flower
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to $60.00. 441
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Save $3.00 on 1st Pair
Save $4.00 on 2nd Pair

RESPONSIBLE PERSON NEEDED to room with 2
others ln large 4--bOOroom house on N.E. Montclaire •.
$83.50 & utilities, Cnl1883-4308. 3/3
GAY APTS. FOR RENT. Have 2-bedrooms, also 1·
bedrooms, Couples welcome. Cnll255-2186, 3/4
WANTED: Quiet, serious, female student to share 2·
bedroom apartment, Cn11266-2287. 3/4
BEST ONE BEDROOM. furnished apartmcnts1 One .
block to UNM. $150,00·$180.00, bills paid. Adults,
no pets. 255-2685. 201-209 Columbia S.E. 3/4

Tr~vel

Services

l ~

VJ?iVersity of New Mexico
StudeJ?t VJ?iOJ? Bldg.
MoJ?-fl·i n-4
ReceptioJ?: feb 28 7-9 PIV

====:·=---=:.:.;:___ -- -

lOST: LADIES BI-FOCALS in gold-flecked plastic
case. Reward, M. Huntsman, 277-6305. 2/28

l

feb 28-Marcl) n

277-2442. 2/28
LAST CHANCEl Spring '77 textbooks will be
returned to publishers beginning March 7, UN/VI
Bookstore. 3/4
ROBBlE, D 1ITALIA, duo annes, write me Gen.
Deliv., Main P.O., 87125 A.S.A.P, Con amore,
Susannah Page. ·312
$100.00 REWARD for return of white styrofoam Icechest containing film. No questions asked, 265·
2391. 313
FREE ALKA-SELTZER for academic aches and
~ains, possible prize of $25.00. On the Mall, Wed.,
March 2, at lunchtime. 3/1

Lost& Found

~

as a gallery

per wotd pet do.y (no rotunda
Of
I
o.dv.rtls•m•nta must be po.ld In
mo.ll to Clo..alhd Advertl~lng, UNm Box20.

o.dvo.nc•.
I

Utah·Drops 3 of 4 to Baseballers.,
In a season opening weekend
series the Lobos won three out of
four games from'Utah University.
Friday UNM swept a twinbi!J
from Utah by 5-3 and 9"2 scores.
The first game got underway with
snow falling, gusty winds blowing
and only a few brave fans on hand.
In the Lobo half of the first
inning leadoff hitter Aaron Cain
tripled to right-center. Kyle
Rutledge followed with anpther
triple to right. Steve Muccio then
slammed a double but was thrown
out when he tried to stretch the twobagger into a triple. Bob Bartell
then walked to second on a fielders
choice, stole third and came across
on Randy Rima's infield hit.

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Classlfleds ·

'

BYU Derails Lobo Title Hopes

I

.: ...

I ,
I
i

MARTIN D-18: 14 yrs. old, beautiful sound, with
hard case, 4.50. Call 345-2847 or 26S-S94S, ask for
StcveMeltzet. 3/1
'69 BUICK ELECTRA 225: exceUent condition.
Every factory option inc. AM·FM stereo, New
radials, Schultz Buick maintenance. $1,250.00, 298-

7843. 3/1
'74 DATSUN 260Z: 4--speed, excellent condition,
298·4015, aftertl. 3/2
FOR SALE OR TRADE: fawn Great Danes with
black mask, AKC registered, shots, three left.
$200.00,28I·3873. 312
DUE TO DIVORCE: Kirby vacuum cleaner. New
warranty. 1977 model. Take over payments Or $7.37 a
month. 2.55-7534. 317
REPOSSESSED: Late model belt drive and direct
drive turntable. Also Sansui, Kenwood and Fischer
receivers. Assurpe payments of $7.87 a month, For
information call255-7535. 317
SINGER MACHINE: Sewing machine, not,_claimcd.
Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag. Pay $19.00 & take
machine. 255· 7534. 317
UNCLAIMED LAYAWAY: brand new color TV,
big screen. Assume payments, $7.00 per month. New
guarantee, 255·1535. 317
NIKON 12, $250.00. Call243-071!. 3/3
RAL'EIGI-t 3-SPEED, brand new, $75.00. Cal1243o;
0711. 313
1969 AUSTIN AMERICA: super MPG, onl)'
$350.00.881-3932. 313
SUZUKI ZSO: great for street & dirtj '7l. $3.50.00,
Jeff, 277-4171, (negotiate). 3/3
1975 !I:TON CHEVY VAN: 3-speed, FM stereo, 8~
track, p·ower steering, hitch, 36,000 mi. Call268-2100
now, 3/3
1970 INTERNATIONAL SCOUT. 4X4, 4-spoed,
dual-range transfer, gOOd condition throughout. 2620050. 2/28
DiAMOND ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING
RINGS: Up to SOOJ~ discount to students, faculty &
staff (full or part-time), ExamplC', \4 ct. $7~.00, ~ct.
$250.00, I ct. $69S.b0 by buYing direct frotll leading
diamond imporicr. for color catalog send Sl to SMA
Diamond Importers Inc., Box 42, Fanwnod, N.J.
07023. (Indicaic name _of sc~ool). Or call (:212) 6823390.for location of showroom nearest you. 2/2!J

For Rent
FUNKY STUDIO APARTMENTS. $90.00. 7218
Cclltral S.E. Call for Info. 255:9896. 3/1
NON-SMOI<:ER, SHARE furnished Valley house
with 1 women. Own room, $67.00. Jody, 217-401~,

345-7043. 3/1
HOUSEMATE WANTED, I~ miles from campus.
SS!M>O/mo. Your room has fireplace. 2.Sj'j-7285 1 277·
'2901. l/3

NAVY NUCLEAR PROPULSION.
THE FASTEST WAY UP IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING.
1f you want to get into nuclear
engineering, start by getting into
the Nuclear Navy.
The Navy operates more than
half the reactors in America. So
our nuclear training is the most
comprehensive you can get. You
start by earning your commission
as a Navy Officer. Then we give
you a year of advanced nuclear
technology, training that would

cost you thousands if you could
get it in graduate school. During
your career, you'll get practical,
hands-on experience with our
nuclear powered fleet. Maybe
you'll work on a nuclear submarine, maybe a nuclear cruiser. But
wherever you work, you'll really
get to prove your worth-as a
young Nuclear Propulsion Officer
entrusted with the most advanced

technical equipment known taman.
If. that sounds like the kind of
responsibility you're looking for,
speak to your Navy recruiter. He
can tell you if you qualify as a
Nuclear Propulsion Officer
Candidate. Or call toll free 800-8418000. (In Georgia, 800-342-5855.)
Navy Nuclear Propulsion
Officer. Some men wait for the
future. He lives it now.

NAVY OFFICER.
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
/
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Chemistry Students Scholarship
Seek Life's OrigitJ

By Bill Robertson
2 Then, what is life?-Mary Shelley
o
A small group of UNM students
....:j are attempting, through chemistry,
~
'@ to explain the origins of life.
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efforts to ... origin of life studies.
Twenty years ago, there was only
one such laboratory, and, if we go
back eighty years, we find that no
experimental work whatsoever was
Genochemistry: The Origins of being done on the origin of life
Life, is the title of a new course problem.''
Students Tim Miller and Todd
taught by Assoc, Prof. of chemistry
Don R. McLaughlin. The toot of Aeby are currently attempting in
the word genochemistry, originated · the course lab to synthesize simple
by Dr. McLaughlin, is from the life molecules, Aeby said, "This
course is giving us the framework to
Latin "genus," meaning birth. ·
make our own conclusions."
Currently, there are two
prominent theories concerning the
origin of life, said Dr. McLaughlin.
"One school believes that life is an
accident, that there was a very slim
chance of it happening.

By Lori Lacedonia
The high hopes of the Greater
UNM Fund to raise $120,000 for
the second year of the UNM
Presidential Scholarships Program
appear close to fulfillment.
Robert G. Lalicker, UNM
director of development said the
initial response to the fund-raising
effort has been good. ''We have
already reached $90,000 of our·
$120,000 goal," he said .. "We hope
to have our goal completed by April
1."
The Presidential Scholarship is a
merit scholarship and is not based
on financial need. The idea behind

Funds Raised

the ·program is to recognize and
award high school students for their
outstanding ability. Many outstanding academic students had
been leaving New Mexico in order
to capitalize on scholarships . they
had received from out-of-state
colleges. ·
The program began last fa!I when
$600 scholarships were·awarded to
100 outstanding New Mexico high
school students. Eighty-seven
students accepted the scholarships.
Each student receives the $600 each
year during the four-year period
following
his
high-school
graduation if he maintains at least a

2.5 grade-point averag,e for his
freshman year and a· 3.0 thereafter.
"This year we will be financing
200 of the prestigious scholarships,'' Mrs. Maxine Friedman,
chairman of the Greater UNM
Fund board of directors, said. She
said that of the 200, many will be
used to continue the scholarships of
last year's recipients.
Last year, with the help of the
Alumni Association, $20,b00 was
contributed to the program.
The ·money for the program is
raised throUgh a· variety of ways.
An individual can sponsor a· student
by contributing $600 per year.

Save $10.00 to $59.90 if you act now.

i

If you've been thinking about
getting a programmable,
'texas Instruments ·has a
special offer for.you

"The other school sees life as a
necessity, a completely predictable
phenomenon. We're giving the
students the tools with which to·
draw their own conclusions."·
In chemical thought, there are
four major hierarchies involved in
the study of the origin of life, the
professor said. "First you have the
elements, followed by simple
molecules (organic chemistry), then
complex molecules (biochemistry),
and finally the cell (biology).

NOW

"We concentrate primarily at the
simple molecule stage. That is why I
require my students to have taken .
Organic Chemistry 301 ,"he said.

(

r

The philosophical mentor of the
class is French philosopher Rene
Descartes. "He was the prime
mover of the idea of mechanistic
philosophy," said Dr. McLaughlin.
"He promoted the idea of the
separate mind and body, or
'machine,' as he termed it. 'His
'machine' was nuts and bolts, while
ours is molecules."
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McLaughlin said most intellectuals and philosophers up to
the 20th century believed in the idea
of spontaneous generation, the
theory that life could generate from
inorganic matter. "The French
scientist Louis Pasteur disproved
that theory in the I9th century, but
a few vestiges remain today," he
said.

-

Dr. McLaughlin's course incorporates the fields of astronomy,
geology, biology paleontology, and
chemistry.
The text for the course is "The
Origins of Life on the Earth."
Quoting from it, "In a number of
laboratories around the world,
small groups of investigators are
devoting their full-time research

Plug-in Parry
Demonstrates
Odd Behavior
A world where computers mn
everything might not be too much
different than the world we live in·
today; especially if the computers
are programmed similar to Parry.
Parry, a computer program
scheduled to be demonstrated in the
computer literacy class in Mitchell
Hall 101 today, is a program that
simulates a paranoid person during
a psychiatric interview. The
•
deinonstraticm, at 2:30p.m., will be
conducted by Prof. Charles
Crowley.
Crowley said, "Parry is a
program designed to simulate
human behavior. As an artificial
intelligence program, Parry is part
of an experimertt to better understand human behavior." The
demortstration is open to students
and faculty.
Th~New

Lucky's Pizza

$1.00 ~ff any large
or medium Pizza or
· Lasagna purchase
~present

Choose

two

SR-56 $109.95*

SR-52 $249.95* (New low price)

.

If you want an incredible slide rule calculator that's If you want the computer-like power of a card proal~o programmable, then this is the one for you.
grammable then choose this one.
_
There're 74 preprogrammed functions and operaTechniques like optimization, iteration, data reductions. And it has AOS, Tl's unique algebraic operating tion, what-if matrices, mathematical modeling, need
system, the underlying reason an Sf::t-56 is so powe·r- not tie up your mind-oryour time.
But learning to use it.is a hassle, you say. Not true.
ful. It'll let you handle problems with as many as
9 sets of parentheses. Talk about memory. An SR-56 Prerecorded programs are gathered into software
has 10 (11 if you count the T-register.).And you can do libraries: Electrical Engineering. Math. Statistics.
. Finance. All you need do is load a mag card: press a
arithmetic with all of them.
.
Chances are you'll soon discover how really easy few keys and you'll get answers that previously
it is to program. An SR-56 has 100 steps. Six logical required a computer.
·
decision functions. Four levels of subroutines. DecYou can make your. own programs just as easily.
rement and skip on zero. Compare a test register In_ just a c.o. uple of hou. rs you'll begin to-~with the display·to make a conditional branch. And prove what a powerful asset you have•n
this is just the beginning.
right at your fingertips.
·
U/
And there's not a better time to get an
Think about it. Can you really afford to put off get. ting your SR-56, now?
SR-52 than right now. ·
r--------------.--c~
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SR-56 Rebate Offer

1

I

I P. 0. Box 1210

I

Electrical Engineering. Stalistics. Math. Finance. Choose any two and (1) return
this completed coupon Including serial number along with (21 your completed
I SR-52 serialized customer information card (packed in box) and (3) a dated copy
of proof of your purchase, verifying purchase between Jan. 20 and March 31, 1977.
SR-52 Free Software Library Oller
1 P. 0. Box121D
'
Richardson, Texas 75080
I Name_

I Richardson, Texas 75080

1

I

I I

I

I
I

~me
Address
City
SR-56 Serial No.
Please alloW 30 days lor rebate.

1
State--~

Zip--~·

(from back of calculator)

L-----------------~

Offer void where prohibited bylaw. Good in Continental U.S. only•
'SUggested retail price.

TEXAS
@ 1977 Texas Instruments Incorporated

1

I
I

I

I

I

Address
City_
State
. Zip
1
SR-52 Serial No.
(from back of calculator) I
....._~__, Math
Statistics
Finance
. . EE
Texas Instruments reserves the right to substitute software libraries of equal value,
based upon availability. Please allow 30 days for delivety.

I

L--------··---------~

INSTRUMENTS

INCORPORATED·

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE FROM HOLMANS
401 Wyoming Blvd. NE • 265-7981
Open 8:00 .. 5:30 Weekdays • 8:30 .. 4:30 Saturdays

this coNpon

tJ 13 Central NE, 256·9951
.

r-.-------------~-~~

Texas Instruments will rebate $10.00 of your original SR-56 purchase price when
you: (1) return this completed coupon including serial number (2) along with. your
completed SR-56 customer information card (packed In box) and (3) a dated copy
of proof of your purchase, verifying purchase between Jan. 1 and March 31, 1977.
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